THE MIND: YOUR AMAZING POWER
TO TAKE BIG PLACES
Exploration into how average people take big places in life.
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INTRODUCTION
You’ll find this book in your hands a new fire that causes a new future to rise within
your heart, and a fresh flame that lights up a new era in your daily experiences. It will
sure rekindle your spirit and make you gather momentum to face life as an interesting
and rewarding adventure. Remember, books are the living spirit of a family, a state or a
nation.
In this book are inspiring ideas, research findings and truths that have the power to
either start or reinforce a change of mind in you. This book will open you up to the
value and potency of thoughts in the affairs of men. You’ll learn about the incredible
power within your reach to change any situation you don’t want in your life and
experience.
Are you discouraged in life? Have you met with various disappointments in your
business, career or relationships? Have you struggled for years without much to show
for it? Has your health become a burden you are fed up with? Is it lack that is your
greatest challenge? You’ll find this book a great companion and a relevant force in
finding the answers you need.
This is so because of two things: First, this book has borrowed thoughts from some of
the greatest people who ever lived and from some who still live. William Ellery Channing
was right when he said that, “It is chiefly through books that we enjoy intercourse with
superior minds…In the best books, great men talk to us, give us their most precious
thoughts, and pour their souls into ours.”
Second and more importantly, thoughts are more than a mental activity. They also have
a deep spiritual dimension. So the author has made use of necessary and relevant
Scriptures in his discussions to drive home the import of the unstoppable power of
thoughts in the realization of our dreams.
Therefore, you’ll do yourself so much good to faithfully use this material to benefit from
thoughts of the greatest of the human race and the truth from God’s Word. You’ll find
the inspiration you draw from this volume timeless.
Chapter one gives you insight into your unique nature and constitution, and peculiar
place God created you to occupy in life. Chapter two delves into how your thought
habits give you access into the best places and experiences in life.
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Chapter three explains the enormous capacities of your mind and how you can use
exponential thinking to accomplish 10 times more than you would have done ordinarily.
Chapter four reveals that you are a living magnet with full powers to daily attract
whatever you want, or to dispel whatever you don’t want if only you know what to do
with your thoughts.
Chapter five represents a deep insight into how our level of accomplishments always
matches our degree of self-development. Who we are attracts what we desire.
This is an awesome book. It’ll definitely give you the “wow” experience. You can’t read
it and remain the same, you can’t read it and not have a tangible change of story to a
far better, higher and more fulfilling place in life.
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Chapter One: YOU ARE GOD’S EXPRESS IMAGE
“A man is no greater than the thoughts that dominate his mind” – Dr Napoleon Hill
God is a colossal success. He is excellent; he is omniscient. He is unique in all his ways.
There is no trace of failure in him. He has no bit of stagnation; no hint of
unproductiveness; and indeed no tinge of malfunctioning in him. He has made life a
banquet, an ocean of good things; but many persons are starving in the midst of
plenty.
He is exceptionally creative and extraordinarily innovative. His ways are past finding out
and his wonders are without number. The depth of his wisdom is unsearchable. It is
this type of God with such indescribable qualities and characteristics that created us in
his selfsame image and likeness. Man was made to rule the creation, to have total
dominion over the entire environment.
This is proof. “Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in our image, according to Our
likeness; let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and
over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the
earth.’ So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them” (Genesis 1:26-27).
If God is such a wonderful success, he couldn’t have created us to be failures. Just like
a cow wouldn’t give birth to a rat, and a whale wouldn’t deliver a crayfish; in the same
way the Almighty God couldn’t have reproduced mental dwarfs.
A Latin proverb says “no desire is felt for a thing unknown.” A great philosopher,
Aristotle, once said, “Know thyself.” Dr. Sidney Bremer writes that, “The starting point
of knowing self is to know God. As a matter of fact, it is impossible to know thyself
without first knowing God.”
Until you truly discover God, you’ll not fully uncover your worth and appreciate the
potential of your mind. It may be no understatement, therefore, that 90 percent of the
world’s problems, both personal and societal, come as a result of people not knowing
the capacity and power they have in their minds to think out solutions they desire.
The pertinent question is who is this God? He is the Creator of the entire heavens and
earth and everyone and everything in them. He is a Spirit. He created us spirits. God
never created junks. He created us spirits so that we can relate with him and enjoy
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his blessings. He created us spirits so that we can reproduce or replicate his success
here in the world.
Since God is a Spirit, and since he also created us spirits, it means that all the sciences,
be it biology, psychology, psychiatry or any other branch of the physical and
behavioural sciences, cannot and may never be the sole source for gaining the
understanding of man and the workings of his mind.
The mind is more than a mental and physical phenomenon. The organ of understanding
in man, the heart, is not just confined to the body of man. Science cannot and may
never be able to fully analyze the spirit of man. This is where the Holy Writ comes to
our help; it is a great source of understanding God and man.
However, we also draw from the knowledge of science, psychology, psychoanalysis,
and other relevant fields of study to make our understanding of the mind very simple.
There is something of God in every person. There is a bit of his nature in every man.
Indeed, God didn’t create anybody to be an underdog.
A very important point to make about why God created man in his own image, and not
in the image of a lion, an eagle, a whale or any other created being is that God created
us in his own image so that we would absolutely depend on him for everything. It is
impossible to have true success in this life without the help of God, our Maker.
Deep Insight Into Your Great Places In Life
God didn’t create you inferior to any other person, race, skin colour, sex, nationality, or
language. If God wanted some people to be superior to others, he would have created
them with four eyes instead of two, three mouths instead of one, two heads instead of
one, four ears instead of two, and four hands and legs instead of two respectively.
On the other hand, if he wanted some persons to be inferior to others, he would have
created them with one eye instead of two, one half head instead of one full, one ear
instead of two, one half mouth instead of one full, and one hand and one leg instead
of two respectively. The number of the teeth in the mouth would not also be the same.
Besides, how come that everywhere in the world, all human beings have the same
number of brain cells? Why is it the same 100 billion cells or so, why don’t some
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persons from certain nations have 5 billion brain cells and others from other parts of the
world have 100 billion?
Our great places in life are our unique places. Unique means special, distinctive,
exclusive, or uncommon. Unique place means your special station, your distinctive
calling, your uncommon throne, in fact, your place of relevance and service to
humanity. Anthony Robbins says that “The purpose of life is to do something that
contributes and helps you to touch people beyond our lifetime…to do something that
will outlast our life.”
What God has created you to contribute to your community, your state, your country,
and indeed, the world is really unique. This makes the world desperately need your
input.

You were created to fill a purpose; you were made to provide a solution. You are a very
scarce edition of the human stock. What you have to offer is rare. The problem is that
you grossly underestimate the worth of what you carry on your inside and can offer to
the world. If you passionately and consistently offer it, you’ll be shocked how so many
people really value it.
People who matter most in life are those who know their self-worth and believe in the
indispensability of the value they were created to add to the world. No matter how you
look at it, the world is incomplete without you.
In my blogpost titled, Why the World Desperately Needs Your Input, I discussed some
reasons why you have something unique the world badly needs. The reasons
are as follows:
(i) We all think differently: The way we develop our minds through extensive
reading and the degree to which we can discipline our thoughts also account for the
differences in our mental output and uniqueness of what we can deliver to the
marketplace or career place.
(ii) We have different genes: In 10 million faces yours will stand out because you’re
different from the rest. As your face is different, so is your ability. Among 10 million
voices yours is very distinctive no matter which part you sing. Since we have noticeable
outward differences that make us unique, it also implies that we have mental,
emotional and biological differences that set us apart from others. Your differences in
hereditary characteristics, DNA, make you able to deliver matchless contributions to life.
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(iii) Our environmental exposure and differences in life experiences also
culminate in our input differentials: Gregory Mitchell comments that we are born
equal and have the same fundamental knowledge at birth. He also submits that though
our senses and intelligence are at the same developmental place originally, yet
everything in our environment has the potential to drastically influence our knowledge.
This differentiates each of us from others and makes us able to add something
exclusive to the world.
(iv) Our differences in character, habits and behavior also make us unique
and capable of making distinctive inputs: Your character, habits, and daily
behavior make you different from others. They also make you perceive reality
differently. There are no two versions of you in the world. So don’t believe that others
are there to provide the answers, and supply the solutions in the form of services or
products. You’re the one the world waits for and trusts that you’ll best do it.
Do you know that a bird that sits on a branch is not afraid of the branch breaking
because its trust is not on the branch but in its wings? So believe in yourself and in the
worth and uniqueness of your talents, skills, ideas and knowledge. Deliver that
exceptional input wherever you are. Only you can offer it in its original form. The
world badly needs it.
We Have Same Mind But Different Mental Outputs
God created us with equal minds. He created our spirits, souls, and our bodies with
equal potential. No one is born an idiot. None is equipped with an inferior mind. We all
have the same mind, the same brain, but differ in our mental attitudes and
consequently in our mental outputs. It is this difference in mental attitude that accounts
for our differences in results in life.
Jacquetta Hawkes, a British archeologist reasons that, “The only inequalities that matter
begin in the mind. It is not income levels but differences in mental equipment that keep
people apart, breed feelings of inferiority.”
In the words of Dr David Oyedepo, one of the leading preachers in the world, “Your
worth in life is essentially a product of the use to which you put your mind…The state of
your mind determines the state of your life.”
John Stuart Mill was an English economist and philosopher. In his time, he penned
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down this all-time truth. He said that, “No great improvements in the lot of mankind are
possible, until a great change takes place in the fundamental constitution of their
modes of thought.” So, no person should blame his environment. Our limitations in life
are only in our minds.
We are no more in the Agricultural Age. Survival, as P. C. Ganesan reasons, is no longer
dependent upon physical adaptation but on the mental adaptation of an individual to
situations in life. God did not create you with any mental defects.
Exploration Into Empires of the Man
You are no accident of birth or creation. God custom-designed and specially packaged
you with limitless potential to fulfill the divine assignment he made you for. There is no
other person in the entire globe who has the same thump print as yours. David was
inspired to say that we are fearfully and wonderfully made. Indeed, God made us
wonderfully complex.
Of all the creatures of God, we stand out. We are the crown of creation, the
masterpiece of God’s creative ingenuity. The greatest study in life is the study of man;
the most important research in the whole universe is that which attempts to unravel
man. The most rewarding exploration on earth is the investigation into who we really
are. This is so because every true attempt to understand man must powerfully connect
with the discovery of who God really is.
Whatever has a beginning has its source. God is the source of every human being on
earth. He is the source of our hearts. Therefore, to truly understand the potential and
capacity of our hearts, we must permanently connect with God.
Just as God is three in one God, man is also three in one man. The difference is that
while God has three equal Personalities (Father, Son, Holy Spirit) in one, man is one
spirit that has a soul and lives in a physical house called body. Also unlike man, God
does not have a physical body. Let’s now explore the components of man in detail.
(A) The Spirit and Intuition
Man is principally a spirit. He was created in the image and likeness of God. God is a
Spirit. This Spirit is his image. He created man in this spirit image. And it is this spirit
that is the real man. Neither the soul nor the body is principally the man; it is the spirit.
“Then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his
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nostrils the breath or spirit of life, and man became a living being” (Genesis 2:7).
It is what a man is in his spirit that he is in life. The strength of his spirit determines his
strength in life. What the spirit is to man is what a foundation is to a house and what
an engine is to a car. The quality of his spirit determines the quality of his life.
If he is defective in his spirit, he will live a life devoid of standards and empty of values.
In Mark 1:12, we are told that it was the Spirit (not the mind or the brain) that drove
Jesus. No wonder he had very spectacular results all through. It is our spirit, not our
mind or our brain, that should drive us.
A man with a sound spirit will live healthy and long. He will be full of joy and peace of
mind. The spirit is the essence of life. It is the most important component of man; it is
the main man, all others are additions to the man.
“The spirit of a man will sustain him in sickness, But who can bear a broken spirit?” Proverbs 18:14.
The spirit is the organ of God-consciousness in man. It is with your spirit you relate with
God. The organ of understanding in the spirit is called the intuition - the organ of
receiving revelation or insight from God without conscious reasoning. God who is Spirit
cannot and will not communicate directly with the brain in man; he can only
communicate with man through his spirit, his intuition. So it is this organ of
understanding in the spirit, intuition, that connects or links up man with God. He
inspires or quickens us through our spirit.
The specialty of the spirit is searching for light or understanding. The Spirit of God
searches for the thoughts of God. “But God has revealed them to us through His Spirit.
For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep things of God.” -1 Corinthians 2:10. The
spirit of man also searches to know the mind of God. “The spirit of a man is the lamp
(candle) of the Lord, Searching all the inner depths of his heart.” - Proverbs 20:27.
The spirit is so important that once it is separated from a person, that person becomes
a corpse. He ceases to live and is only good for burial. “No one has power over the
spirit to retain the spirit, And no one has power in the day of death” - Ecclesiastes 8:8.
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(B) The Soul and the Mind
The soul is the organ of self-consciousness. You become aware of yourself as a person
and relate with yourself through the soul. The mind in the soul is the seat of
knowledge; it is the organ of understanding. And the three components of the soul are
the mind (intellect), the emotion (feelings), and the will (the power to take decisions).
What the intuition is to the spirit, the mind is to the soul.
It is in the mind we think, reason, meditate, feel, decide, and so on. Psychologists
believe that the mind is divided into two basic parts: the conscious mind, and the
subconscious or unconscious mind. The Bible, however, doesn’t make that distinction
between the conscious and subconscious minds. Rather it talks of the mind and the
heart. For example, “Jesus said to him, “‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind.'” – Matthew 22:37.
Many Bible scholars and preachers believe that what the Bible calls the heart is the
same thing as the spirit. In the light of this, the Scriptural reference above can be said
to mean that we should love the Lord our God with our whole spirit (heart), soul, and
mind. In the next chapter we shall attempt to marry what psychologists say with the
truth of God’s Word concerning the heart and the spirit. Suffice it to say that it is this
organ of understanding in the soul, the mind, that links up the soul with the
spirit.
(C) The Body and the Brain
Robert Boyle, an Irish-born scientist, said this about the body: “It seems to me...highly
dishonourable for a Reasonable Soul to live in so Divinely built a Mansion, as the Body
she resides in, altogether unacquainted with the exquisite Structure of it.”
Man, I’ve already said, is a spirit and possesses a soul and lives in a physical house
called the body. It is through the body we relate with our environment. The organ of
understanding in the body is known as the brain. A child’s brain begins as a jumble of
neurons (nerve cells). But every information which the five sense organs gather from
the environment begins to form programmes (sets of instructions) in his brains cells.
The brain is the physical organ of thought and feeling. It is the controlling centre of the
nervous system. The nervous system, which is made up of three parts (the brain, the
spinal cord, and the nerves), can be likened to a giant automatic telephone exchange,
receiving and relaying messages with great speed and efficiency. It is essential here to
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mention that it is this organ of understanding in the body, the brain, that connects
the body and the soul.
The brain, a three-pound organ, which is located in the head (skull), is fed with
information from the physical environment through the five sense organs (eyes, ears,
nostrils, tongue, and hand). It functions by complex neuronal (nerve cell) circuits.
Communication between neurons is both electrical and chemical.
The brain is the centre of all bodily functions: it directs movement, understands
feelings, interprets pain, stores memories, and transmits impulses. It is the system that
regulates every other part in the body and keeps them functioning properly.
Interestingly, every organ and section in the body has a particular point representing it
in the brain. Our brain is wired to every organ and every part of our body through the
nerves.
This is why some argue that our brain is not confined to our skull, but extends
throughout the body. The spinal cord (thick cord of nerve tissue) sends impulses or
messages to and from the brain to various centres of the body.

Nerves are bundles of fibres forming a network that transmits information in the form
of impulses between the brain or spinal cord and the body’s organs. Nerves are divided
into two main groups: sensory and motor. Sensory nerves carry messages from various
organs and parts of the body to the spinal cord or direct to the brain. Motor nerves
transmit commands from the brain or spinal cord to the appropriate muscles and
glands. Mixed nerves perform both functions.
Of the three organs of understanding: intuition, mind, and brain, the role of the mind is
central and perhaps the most crucial. The mind is the link between the other two. No
matter how sound your intuition may be, if your mind is clumsy, it will adversely affect
communication between the spirit and the body.
The mind interprets information in the intuition and makes the impression known to us.
The mind also directs the brain to coordinate the muscles necessary for the expression
and application of the information.
The mind is the balancing force between the spirit and the body. Through the mind we
connect with the intuition and function as spirits which we are; through the mind we
connect with the brain and function as physical humans which we also are.
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Chapter Two: YOUR THOUGHT HABITS ARE ACCESS KEY INTO
YOUR UNIQUE PLACES

In life, one organ of the body that is so essential to what we get is the eye. You see the
things you want in life with it. Seeing makes possession possible. Seeing the design and
colour of the car you want, the style of the house you want to live in, the spouse you
want to marry, etc, makes you appreciate them very much, and this greatly aids in
possessing them.
Robert Kiyosaki says, “Sight is what you see with your eyes, vision is what you see
with your mind.” It takes seeing the door of a room to be able to enter that room to
enjoy the goodies therein. With the mind we envision (picture mentally) the great place
we can take in life.
Originally, the special place we deserve, though it exists in non-material world, is not a
material form or some physical place set out there for us to see with our physical eyes.
This may be why many people settle for something less, having not been able to see it
with their minds.
Why Your Thoughts Are the Entrance Into Your Special Place
Since your special place is not originally a physical place, you can’t enter into it
physically. For instance, your great place may be to be the president of your country,
the governor of your state, or the chairman of your local government. It may be to be a
university professor, a foremost medical doctor or lawyer, a renowned engineer, or a
farmer of repute.
Indeed, your niche may be to be an entrepreneur of renown, the chairman of a
conglomerate, a very impactful writer and author, an outstanding person in the
entertainment industry, or an influential leader in any field of your choice. Whatever it
is, you only enter initially into that position, that station, that office, or that calling,
through your thoughts and imaginations.
And until we first see and enter into our unique place with our minds, we can’t enter
into it physically. Our thought world is so essential; it is the greatest power to take our
place in life.
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Thinking that you can’t become this or that because you have no relation in the top
echelon of government or among the managerial cadre of the corporate world is very
limiting. To believe that you can’t pursue your vision to a logical conclusion because you
have no money or no sponsor is an expression of your ignorance of the awesome
creative power you have, which is your mind.
You know what? These great names below engaged the power of their minds to enter
into their unique places in life, despite their initial setbacks.
Oprah Winfrey was publicly fired from her first television job in Baltimore. She never
gave up her passion. Today, she is the undisputed queen of television talk shows and
has amassed billions of dollars in the process. Oprah says, “There is no such thing as
failure. Failure is just life trying to move us in another direction.”
Walt Disney had also suffered sack. He was fired from the Kansas City Star because
his editor felt he "lacked imagination and had no good ideas." Today the Walt Disney
Company is an American multinational mass media conglomerate, an empire of its own,
in the world.
Albert Einstein was the greatest scientist of the 20th century. Though his teacher had
described him as mentally retarded, yet he kept trying. Elbert Hubbard says, “There is
no failure except in no longer trying.”
Abraham Lincoln perhaps recorded the greatest number of political and business
“failures” in the world. But at the end, he emerged the US President.
Michael Jordan is a well-known name. A former professional basketball player,
perhaps the greatest basketball player of all time, he failed many times. This is his
testimony, “I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300
games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I’ve
failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed.”
Also Robert Kiyosaki, the famed author of Rich Dad Poor Dad, one of the greatest
books ever written, had a number of setbacks before he hit it big. Between 1977 and
1980, his companies, two of them, went bankrupt. In 1994 he had to sell another
company due to some challenges. It was in 1997, when he was 50, that he started his
investing and writing career, a venture that has established him as a multi-millionaire.
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The Greatest Discovery of Our Generation
What you’re about to read is so important that if you can believe, absorb, digest and
apply it, you’ll not only be able to scale over all obstacles in life, but you’ll also be able
to get whatever you want. This secret I’m about to share with you now has, perhaps,
produced the greatest number of millionaires and billionaires in the world, as well as
most successful people in various fields of endeavour on planet earth.
A few centuries back, man thought that he was completely at the mercy of
circumstances. Most people then thought that everything in their life was determined by
fate, a force believed to predetermine all events. So people took whatever came their
way, be it poverty, sickness, untimely death, stagnation, frustration, etc, as having
been preordained. Accordingly, they resigned themselves to this force they believed
was beyond their control.
Even some Christians erroneously believed that whatever evil and misfortunes, in
whatever area of life, that came to them was destined to be so. They thought that they
had no control whatsoever over the affairs of their lives.
Because of these beliefs man was seriously at the mercy of all vagaries of
circumstances, being tossed up and down, eastward and westward. They were driven
by the winds of uncertainties. Ignorance made many to drift aimlessly in life, according
to the dictates of one “uncontrollable” condition after another.
It was why many people still blamed circumstances for their state, station, and position
in life. George Bernard Shaw, an Irish playwright, critic, and political activist, laments
thus, “People are always blaming circumstances for what they are. I don’t believe in
circumstances. The people who get on in this world are the people who get up and look
for the circumstances they want and if they can’t find them, make them.”
Blame on circumstances further led to giving excuses. A combination of blame
(considering something or somebody responsible for one’s situation) and excuse
(justification of one’s state of affairs) worsened things for mankind.
He made less use of his brain, as compared to the massive potential and unbelievable
capabilities of his mental machine, because he believed that forces outside of himself
had kept him down. Man’s ignorance grossly limited him.
This trend continued until about 200 years or so ago, when the human motivation
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school started. One of the things that this school of thought produced was the 10th
percent myth of the brain, that human beings operate only 10 percent of their brain
capacity. The myth was attributed to the statement made by Professor William James of
Harvard, that “We are making use of only a small part of our possible mental and
physical resources.”
From many fields, medicine, psychology, psychiatry, and so on, discoveries were made
that there was a relationship between the mind and body of man. That his thoughts
influenced and affected his physical and material conditions. So, people began to
become increasingly aware that their internal thoughts played a vital role in determining
the outward conditions of their physical and material lives.
This finding blossomed and many authors began to spread and popularise it in their
books. The likes of Dr. Norman V. Peale, Dr. Sidney Bremer, Dr. Napoleon Hill, Clement
W. Stone, James Allen, Zig Ziglar, Maxwell Maltz, Brian Tracy and many others, joined
the motivational and inspirational train.
Interestingly, many persons who read and applied the principles in those books
admitted that by first changing their thoughts, they were able to change their physical
conditions, from poverty to wealth, from sickness to health, from stagnation to
progress, from failure to success, and from frustration to fulfilment.
An example of a compendium of such accounts is the book, Journeys To Success: 21
Stories Inspired By The Success Principles of Napoleon Hill, Volume 1 by Tom
Cunningham.
Carla Schesser wrote in Huffpost that, “Ninety percent of success in any walk of life is a

direct result of how the mind is used. Top athletes, top business executives, top
parents, top entrepreneurs, and the most successful individuals all understand the
important truth that the mind is what counts.”
The greatest discovery we’re talking about, has no respect for anybody’s background. It
works for you whether you are from poor, middle-class, upper-class, or very rich family.
It works for you whether you are male or female, young or old. This greatest discovery
has no respect for skin colour, nationality or language. It works for you wherever you
come from. It also works for you whether you are educated or not. It works for you if
you positively apply it but it works against you if you negatively apply it.
What then is the greatest secret that people have been searching for which has greatly
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